quantum mechanics books store doverpublications com - quantum mechanics also known as quantum physics or quantum theory is a rather new field only becoming commonly accepted in the early 20th century we publish, introduction to quantum mechanics wikipedia - quantum mechanics is the science of the very small it explains the behavior of matter and its interactions with energy on the scale of atoms and subatomic particles, relativistic quantum mechanics wikipedia - in physics relativistic quantum mechanics rqm is any poincaré covariant formulation of quantum mechanics qm this theory is applicable to massive particles, elementary quantum chemistry second edition - useful introductory course and reference covers origins of quantum theory schrödinger wave equation quantum mechanics of simple systems electron spin and many, books in the mathematical sciences - this site is intended as a resource for university students in the mathematical sciences books are recommended on the basis of readability and other pedagogical value, free physics books e books directory - free physics books list of freely available physics textbooks manuals lecture notes covering classical mechanics thermodynamics electromagnetism optics